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Abstract

Monitoring has long been the challenge of a server administrator. Monitoring disk health, system load, network congestion, and environmental conditions like temperature are all things that can be tied into monitoring systems. Monitoring systems vary in scope and capabilities, and many can fire off alerts for just about any configuration. The sysadmin then has the responsibility of weighing the alert and deciding if and when to act. In a High Performance Computing (HPC) environment, some of these failures can have a ripple effect, affecting a larger area than the physical problem. Furthermore, some temperature and load swings can be more drastic in an HPC environment than they would be otherwise. Because of this a timely, measured response is critical. When a timely response is not possible, conditions can escalate rapidly in an HPC environment, leading to component failure. In this situation, an intelligent, automatic, measured response is critical. Here we present such a system, a novel approach to server monitoring using integrated server hardware operating independently of the operating system, and capable not only of monitoring temperatures, but also automatically responding to temperature events. Our proactive response system leverages standard HPC software and integrated server hardware. It is designed to intelligently respond to temperature events from a High Performance Computing perspective, looking at both compute jobs and server hardware.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A common, if not typical, approach to monitoring systems is to have a central host that monitors servers over the network. A most basic implementation would have a central monitoring host that pings the monitored server via ICMP to see if it responds, or sends requests to specified TCP/UDP ports to ensure that services are still running on those ports. This basic approach can answer the questions of whether a server is up or down, and whether or not specified services are available over the network. A more intelligent approach involves installing a daemon, or system service, on the monitored server, allowing the monitoring system to not only observe external behavior as in the basic model, but also to see what is going on inside of the monitored server. The benefit here is clear: CPU load and memory issues can be observed among other things such as process characteristics. The downside is that these daemons are typically OS specific, and themselves can fail for various reasons. They may be slow to respond if the monitored server is under heavy load, or can be terminated by the OS under memory pressure. Daemons are ineffective if the OS has a kernel panic due to a hardware or software failure.
Witnessing a server room temperature event quickly spiral out of control is what inspired the design behind this system. We had a server room where one of three A/C units failed to switch over to generator power after a power failure. Since it takes several minutes for the generators to spin up to full capacity, UPS units keep the servers and networking equipment running until the generators can take over. Due to cost, the UPS units do not also run the A/C system. The generators take roughly five to seven minutes to reach full operating capacity, during which time the temperature begins to rise. Once on generator power, and the A/C units switch back on, it takes several minutes before they begin to blow cold. Because of this, the management team (managers and system administrators) expect to see the server room temperature rise for approximately 10 minutes following a power outage.

In this particular situation, there had been several brownouts in rapid succession immediately before the power went out. It is believed that one of these brownouts damaged the unit that switches an A/C unit over to generator power, ultimately causing that one A/C unit to stay offline. Roughly 15 minutes after the loss of power, with two A/C units running, the management team could see that the rise in temperature had begun to slow, and expected to see the temperature begin to fall during a subsequent polling cycle, but this didn’t happen. As is often the case, these types of events happen after hours, and this event was no different. Managers and system administrators are reluctant to go back into work unless they are absolutely certain it is necessary. After watching the temperature rise longer than it should, hoping that it will come down during the next polling cycle, the management team finally reacted.

By the time members of the management team got back to the server room that
night, they found a room that was well over 100 degrees. They knew there wasn’t time to log into each console and cleanly shut down each server, nor was there enough time to hold each power button for five seconds. The team was in disaster control mode, and began to pull the power cord from the back of each server. A hard shutdown like this isn’t ideal, but it is better than the risk of completely loosing hardware.

In spite of this, about a dozen HPC servers were lost, not to mention the compute jobs which were running on them.

The compute density and associated heat production from HPC equipment caused the temperature to rise much more quickly than it would have had only traditional computing equipment been in this server room, giving the management team little time to effectively evaluate the situation and react. Because time is critical when dealing with HPC systems, we developed a proactive system to automatically and intelligently deal with events just like this.

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 presents a few select examples of other monitoring systems. Chapter 3 presents a novel design from a high level overview, along with an analysis of the components leveraged by our design. Chapter 4 takes an in depth look at the implementation, first from a high level, and then on a component by component basis. The section finishes with a walkthrough of the algorithm. Chapter 5 concludes with the current state of the project, and Chapter 6 discusses future work.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 System and Network Monitors

There are several open source system monitoring and network monitoring software solutions freely available over the internet. There are yet more available if commercial offerings are also considered. However, many existing monitoring solutions are either overly broad or narrowly focused. Here we will take a look at some of the existing solutions.

Nagios

According to the Nagios website, “Nagios is a powerful monitoring system that enables organizations to identify and resolve IT infrastructure problems before they affect critical business processes.” [29, 63] In practice, Nagios is a monitoring tool capable of monitoring a range of network and system services, as well as host resources via plugins and daemons that reside on the remote host. It also allows the system administrator to provide a custom response to an event. The system administrator writes custom event handlers which may be as simple as “text this group of people”
or as elaborate as “write this message to the logs, and reboot the server”. Nagios uses a flat file for its database backend by default. Nagios can present its data several different ways, and a default view can be seen in Figure 2.1.

![Figure 2.1: The “Service Detail” view in Nagios](image)

**Monit**

Monit is a monitoring tool, written in C, primarily designed to monitor system (daemon) processes and take predefined actions should certain conditions happen. In fact, Monit’s site says this is what sets them apart: “In difference to many monitoring systems, Monit can act if an error situation should occur, e.g.; if sendmail is not running, Monit can start sendmail again automatically or if apache is using too many resources (e.g. if a DoS attack is in progress) Monit can stop or restart apache and send you an alert message.” [6] Additionally, Monit can be used to check system
resources, much like other tools. A screenshot of Monit monitoring a MySQL process can be seen in Figure 2.2.

![Monit Process Status](image)

**Figure 2.2:** A Process Status view in Monit [23].

**Ganglia**

Ganglia [9, 66] is a distributed system monitoring tool designed to log and graph CPU, memory, and network loads, both historically and in real time. It is used primarily in HPC cluster environments. Ganglia was written modularly in several languages including C, Perl, Python, and PHP. Unlike Nagios and Monit, Ganglia isn’t designed to do anything beyond reporting collected data. That is, it won’t alert the system administrator if certain events occur. A Ganglia view of our local HPC grid can be seen in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: A Ganglia view of our local HPC grid.
Cacti

Cacti [4] is a monitoring tool, written in PHP, designed to monitor, log and graph, both historically and real time network traffic. It is designed for, and commonly used to, monitor network switches and routers. However, Cacti can be configured to monitor just about any data source that can be stored in an RRD (Round Robin Database). Like Ganglia, it is only designed to report data that it collects, and doesn’t support the ability to send alerts or custom responses. A view of Cacti monitoring graphs can be seen in Figure 2.4.

![Cacti Monitoring Interface](image)

Figure 2.4: Two common views of the Cacti monitoring interface [3].

Munin

Munin [25] is a monitoring tool, written in Perl, designed to monitor system and network performance. It aims to be as “plug and play” as possible, to “just work” out of the box. Additionally, Munin, like Cacti, presents both historical and current data, attempting to make it as easy as possible to see “what is different today” when
performance issues arise. While Munin doesn’t have the ability to send alerts like Nagios, Munin can integrate with Nagios to leverage its alert and response system [26]. A custom Munin screenshot can be seen in Figure 2.5.

![Munin screenshot](image)

**Figure 2.5:** A custom Munin view, representing the typical Munin dataset [27].

### 2.2 Environmental Monitors

Environmental monitors are commonly employed in server rooms to monitor humidity and temperature, two important elements of server room climate control. Sample environmental monitors can be seen in Figure 2.6. While temperature is a clear concern, humidity can also be an issue, as too much humidity in the air can cause condensation can occur. Too little humidity can enable the buildup of static electricity.
Figure 2.6: A network equipped environmental monitor [22], left, capable of supplying data to a larger monitoring system. A temperature and humidity sensor [49], right, is one of several sensors that can attach to this environmental monitor.

in the air.

Traditional environmental monitors are standalone units which may simply sound an audible alarm or even send out alert emails if they are network enabled. Environmental monitors are also available as network aware standalone units capable of feeding temperature points into other system monitoring software, whether they are proprietary or custom built solutions [22]. Simple temperature-only monitors are also available, many of which physically connect to a server, for instance via a USB dongle.
Chapter 3

A Proactive Approach

The motivation for this project comes from the fact that HPC environments are acutely susceptible to environmental failures, particularly cooling system failures. A cooling system failure in a server room with HPC equipment can spiral out of control much more quickly than other server rooms hosting more conventional computing equipment with intermittent loads such as simple mail and web servers.

There are a couple of reasons for this. First, HPC equipment is generally procured in very dense configurations (a high number of processor cores per rack unit [42]). Second, traditional computing equipment will generally only see momentary loads, not the type of sustained loads seen in Figure 3.1.

It is worth noting, however, that in this era of increased computing density due to virtualization, the difference in temperature output of HPC vs non-HPC equipment may begin to diminish.

If an environmental failure happens, particularly after working hours, and the system administrator’s pager or cell phone goes off because the environmental monitor sent out an alert, will the system administrator be able to get to a manage-
Figure 3.1: A Ganglia screenshot showing load in a typical HPC environment

ment console, login remotely, evaluate the situation, determine the best course of action, and then! execute that action before the temperature crests into the critical zone and causes hardware failure?

The fact that a commodity 1U [42] server can be ordered with more than 12 CPU cores makes the potential for heat generation greater than it was 4 years ago, when that same 1U server was only available with 4 CPU cores. The HVAC [12] should be upgraded to handle the additional capacity - if the capacity is not already there - but when the HVAC system fails, the temperature will rise much faster in that same server room than it would have a few years ago, giving the system administrator much less time to effectively respond.

Additionally, in an HPC environment compute jobs must be considered. Many HPC jobs run for days, weeks, or even months. Telling a researcher that they lost a month of compute time is neither easy, nor pleasant. In a server room with rapidly escalating temperatures, it is challenging for the system administrator to ascertain which jobs to try to save - if possible - and which to quickly shut down. The usual
response is just “shut everything down now”.

But what if we could do this all more intelligently? This is the inspiration of our system that can automatically and intelligently respond to an environmental failure.

In thinking of how to implement this system, we took into account the fact that we needed to be able to monitor not only global cooling failures, but also localized cooling failures. Localized cooling failures may be caused by a bad fan, or perhaps a piece of debris - from newly unpackaged hardware, for instance - sucked into the front of a server rack obstructing airflow into one or more servers. To best detect localized failures, temperature sensors would need to be deployed on every server.

Computers have come with internal temperature sensors for some time now. Motherboard and CPU temperature sensors are quite common, and are even visible in the system BIOS on many basic desktop computers. Servers and high end workstations have several temperature sensors, including ambient temperature sensors that the operating system can read if necessary. However, allowing an outside resource to tap into this information typically requires a daemon process on the operating system to read the information. The system daemon of course, brings with it its own constraints, as mentioned in the introduction, so we wanted to leverage something else. Before discussing this idea further, an overview of some key components of the environment is necessary.

3.1 IPMI

An Intelligent Platform Management Interface [15, 1], commonly referred to as IPMI, or even as a BMC (Baseboard Management Controller), is a subsystem providing the system administrator with a method to communicate with and manage another
device. It is specifically well suited for LOM, or “Lights Out Management” (also commonly called “Out-Of-Band Management”), tasks. An IPMI system is available for most mid to high end servers today, from all major vendors: Sun/Oracle, Dell, HP, and IBM, and on some high end, specialized workstations such as those provided by Fujitsu. These IPMI systems are known by such names as ILOM (Sun/Oracle), DRAC (Dell), iLO(HP), and RSA (IBM).

An IPMI system runs independently of the operating system and other hardware on the system, allowing the system administrator to interface with the server or workstation, even when it is powered off, or has locked up due to a kernel panic.

At a most basic level an IPMI system will allow a system administrator to query details like chassis power status, view event logs, query hardware configuration such as sensor information or FRU data, and turn the server or workstation on and off.

In recent IPMI implementations some vendors have built in a notification system capable of sending emails alerts to the system administrator if certain conditions occur, such as a sensor threshold being exceeded.

Many vendors add optional capabilities such as console redirection and remote drive access, allowing the system administrator to remotely access the device as though they were sitting in front of the system’s console. Vendors often make this functionality available through a web browser and/or standalone client software.

Sun provides basic functionality such as the ability to view logs, view sensor data and hardware information, view chassis power status, and turn the system on and off through a web browser. A Java Web Start program redirects video card output to the remote system administrator, and redirects keyboard and mouse activity from the remote system administrator to the server. It is also capable of redirecting a
CD-ROM or ISO image from the remote system administrator back to the server.

This allows the system administrator to sit down at their workstation and access a server hundreds of miles away as though sitting in front of it, turning it on, watching the BIOS POST, booting from a CD-ROM image stored on system administrator’s local machine, and allowing the operating system to be reinstalled. This is all possible without the need for remote desktop or VNC software, and can be initiated even if the system is powered off.

The IPMI system may be accessed several different ways. We’ll briefly discuss the most common ones here.

- It is available via serial console. This method is typical during initial IPMI system configuration, before the system is even turned on.

- It is also available via system software, locally on the machine, provided by a kernel driver. This method is handy for configuring the IPMI system after the operating system is installed and is running.

- It is also available over the network. This is typically achieved by sharing an interface with the system NIC, via what is known as side-band management, or a dedicated NIC giving it true “out-of-band” management.

- Whether available via side-band, or out-of-band methods, the IPMI system is typically communicated with over the network using tools that speak the IPMI messaging protocol. Many IPMI systems also run an SSH server by default, allowing communication over that protocol.

The IPMI product in use for the environment in this thesis is Sun’s ILOM [13]. In this work, we’ll be accessing it over the network. A picture of an ILOM can be seen
in Figure 3.2.

Some vendors will refer to their IPMI system as a Baseboard Management Controller (BMC). Technically, the BMC is the core of the IPMI subsystem and is the microcontroller that ties the whole IPMI system together. See Figure 3.3.

### 3.2 Schedulers

Job schedulers form a key component of HPC environments and ensure fair and equal job scheduling: that no single job starves, and that no single job consumes all system resources. Two prominent schedulers are PBS (Portable Batch System) and SGE (Sun Grid Engine).

PBS is a loose term actually referring to a few different versions. The two main versions available today, and being actively developed are:

- **TORQUE (Terascale Open-Source Resource and QUEue) Resource Manager** [54], is a fork of what was OpenPBS [34], which is no longer actively developed [39].

- **PBS Professional (PBS Pro)** [40], a commercial offering.

SGE, although still widely used in current clusters, recently forked into multiple projects after the acquisition of Sun Microsystems by Oracle in 2010 [35]. Some of the prominent forks are:

- **Oracle Grid Engine** [37], a closed source commercial product from Oracle.

- **Open Grid Scheduler** [32], an open source offering based on the last open source release of SGE.
Figure 3.2: An ILOM from a Sun Fire X4200 M2 server.
Figure 3.3: IPMI Block Diagram [62], illustrating the Baseboard Management Controller as the center of an IPMI system.
• Son of Grid Engine (SGE) [60], another open source offering based on the last open source release of Sun’s SGE.

• Univa Grid Engine [56], a commercial offering, based on the last open source release of SGE. Univa continues to maintain an open source core offering [11], and employs many of the original Sun Grid Engine engineers [55].

For a job scheduler to work it must know the characteristics of the available hardware, which is usually determined during job scheduler installation and configuration. A batch job scheduler can be configured several different ways depending on the preferences of the system administrator or the requirements given to the system administrator by researchers or management. In a very basic configuration, users submit jobs into the HPC environment and the job scheduler queues the jobs up, running them in order as resources become available.

In more advanced configurations, custom job queues can be created with some having higher priority than others, allowing lower priority jobs to be temporarily suspended while higher priority jobs run. Custom job queues can also be used to partition up where jobs run. Custom job queues can be used such that certain researchers or research groups are only allowed to run on certain nodes. This is appealing if the HPC hardware is not homogeneous, so that researchers doing resource intensive simulations don’t inadvertently run their jobs on inadequate hardware and cause their job to either take too long to run, or to fail due to it consuming all the resources and being killed due to an OOM condition [31]. Conversely, this would also keep other researchers from running jobs on these high end nodes. Schedulers can also be used to ensure that certain researchers or research groups can only consume a specified level of resources. These are just a few examples of what a job scheduler can do.
Aside from queuing and starting jobs, and managing priorities and where jobs run, a job scheduler also serves as a load balancer, trying to ensure that an HPC environment stays as close to 100% utilization as possible. Similar to how a restaurant host trying to optimize the number of people being seated, may move a party of two ahead of a party of four, a job scheduler will compare the available system resources to the requested resources of the jobs in a queue, and may move certain jobs ahead of others accordingly.

A job scheduler is also beneficial to the user. The user does not have to manually decide where a job needs to run, but simply states “I have this type of job that needs these many processors and at least this much memory”, and the scheduler takes care of the rest. Additionally, it can email the user when their job starts, if the jobs state changes, and when the job completes. The use of a job scheduler is a necessity in an HPC environment and a winning move for both the system administrator and the user. Job schedulers are also capable of doing process accounting, which managers find appealing.

Servers in an HPC environment are commonly referred to as “compute nodes”, or just “nodes”. In this thesis, the term “node” and “server” are used interchangeably. The job scheduler in use for the environment in this paper is Sun Grid Engine version 6.1u4.
3.3 Databases

3.3.1 Round Robin Database

Round Robin Databases, or RRDs, are exceptionally well suited for storing time series data. Round Robin Databases are those created by RRDtool (Round Robin Database Tool) [44, 67]. In addition to being used in this project, it is used in many other projects, including three of the projects cited in Section 2.1: Ganglia, Cacti, and Munin. The structure of an RRD is quite unique for people coming from traditional database backgrounds, so we’ll cover it in a little bit of detail here.

An example RRD could be created on the command line as shown in Figure 3.4.

A breakdown of the command is as follows:

```
rrdtool create hostname.rrd
--start $(date +%s) \
--step 60 \
DS:temp:GAUGE:120:U:U \nRRA:AVERAGE:0.5:2:720 \nRRA:AVERAGE:0.5:5:8928
```

Figure 3.4: A example to illustrate the creation of databases with RRDtool

- `hostname.rrd`: this is the database name.
- `--start $(date +%s)`: this is the start time of the database, declared in Unix time [57].
- `--step 60`: this how often (in seconds) the RRD should expect new data points.
- `DS:temp:GAUGE:120:U:U`: this is the data source (DS) declarations. This line is a set of parameters itself:
- **DS**: this is a keyword, declaring a data source

- **temp**: this is the name of the data source. This is needed because each RRD can have multiple data sources.

- **GAUGE**: this is the type of data source being used. We are using the “GAUGE” type here, as the values we are reading can be thought of as the type read from a temperature gauge. There are other data source types that can be used: COUNTER, DERIVE, ABSOLUTE, and COMPUTE. More details on these types can be found in the RRDtool documentation [46].

- **120**: this is how long, in seconds, the RRD database can go without receiving a data point. An “UNKNOWN” value is inserted into the RRD if the heartbeat value is exceeded without receiving a data point. The theory behind this feature is outlined in the RRDtool documentation.

- **U**: this field specifies a minimum value. Here we place a “U”, as we don’t care to declare a minimum value. If we do, and any data point less than this is recorded, it will be recorded as “UNKNOWN”.

- **U**: this field specifies a maximum value. Here we place a “U”, as we don’t care to declare a maximum value. If we do, and any data point greater than this is recorded, it will be recorded as “UNKNOWN”.

- **RRA**: this is the Round Robin Archive (RRA) declarations. This line is a set of parameters itself:

  - **RRA**: this is a keyword, declaring a round robin archive
- *AVERAGE*: this is the type of consolidation function (CF) being used. A CF is used to merge multiple data points, into a “consolidated data point”. There are currently four different types of consolidation functions: AVERAGE, MIN, MAX, and LAST. We are using the “AVERAGE” CF, which is self explanatory. More details on the other consolidation functions can be found in the RRDtool documentation.

- 0.5: this is the xff (xfiles factor), which states what portion of the consolidation function interval may be made up from “UNKNOWN” data. Values can range from 0 to 1.

- 2: this is how many data points are to be used by a CF for the creation of a consolidated data point.

- 720: this is how many consolidated data points make up an RRA.

- **RRA:AVERAGE:0.5:5:8928**: this is another Round Robin Archive (RRA) declaration. The only difference here is the last two parameters:

  - 5: for this RRA, we're using 5 data points for the creation of a consolidated data point
  
  - 8928: here 8928 consolidated data points are making up the RRA

That may seem like a lot, but it is quite straightforward really. The above command, in Figure 3.4, will create an RRD at start time “now”, and expect data points every 60 seconds. It will be looking for one data point named “temp”, of type “GAUGE”. Every two data points it will AVERAGE, putting them into an RRA. The RRA is capable of holding 720 data points.
Since each data point is read every 60 seconds, and each consolidated data point is made up of 2 data points, then we can determine that this RRA represents 24 hours (60 * 2 * 720 = 86400 seconds). To help illustrate the concept of an RRA and a CF, see Figure 3.5.

![Figure 3.5: Concept of a Round Robin Archive][1]

Notice that there was a second RRA in the above command, in Figure 3.4. A database created by RRDtool can have one or more Round Robin Archives, which can be thought of as a fixed length queue or a circular buffer. Additionally an RRD can have multiple data sources. This concept is illustrated in Figure 3.6. Following the logic used in the first RRA, we can see that the second RRA in our example represents 31 days (60 * 5 * 8924 = 2678400 seconds).

Once the RRD is created, RRDtool can then update the database every *step*. The database is updated with time/data point pairs. In our example where a data point is every 60 seconds, RRDtool’s update command could be called every 60 seconds. Alternatively, time/data point pairs can be buffered (programmatically or otherwise) and written to the database at a later point. The database doesn’t care what time its
Figure 3.6: An RRD with multiple DS and multiple RRAs [24]
values are actually updated, since the user is providing a timestamp with each data point.

At any point after the database is created, RRDtool’s graph command can be called. At a most basic level, RRDtool’s graph function will allow you to graph the data that you’ve recorded. It must be provided with a few options, such as “start” and “end” time. An example would be an end time of “now”, and a start time of an hour ago. This results in a graph period of one hour, using the most recent data. The graph function could also be asked to graph something like from 8:00am yesterday morning to 8:00am this morning. That would be a much larger graph window, using data that is a little older. This is where having RRAs of varying precision and size becomes useful. RRDtool will intelligently choose the best RRA, based off of the requirements of the requested graph.

RRDtool also provides the ability to graph multiple RRDs and multiple DS to one graph, see Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: A graph comprised of multiple DS and multiple RRDs [10].
Additionally, you can run data points through a function to get a new data point. As an example, you could convert bits to bytes by multiplying by eight, or even create a plot that was a function of other plots. RRDtool’s graphing ability is too complex to list here, but more details can be found in the RRDtool documentation. An example of a graph created with multiple data sources can be seen here in Figure 3.8.

![Jabba tape usage graph](image)

**Figure 3.8:** A graph created with multiple DS [7].

### 3.3.2 Relational Database

Relational Databases [72, 68], formally implemented in a Relational Database Management System (RDBMS), are often loosely referred to as an SQL (Structured Query Language) Database. Technically, SQL is the programming language used to com-
municate with an RDBMS.

SQL itself is an ISO standard [17], that like many programming languages has seen revisions over the years. There are many SQL database implementations such as Microsoft SQL Server [21], Oracle Database [36], MySQL [28], PostgreSQL [41], and SQLite [51]. Many of these implementations add their own extensions to the SQL language.

SQLite is unique among the other four databases mentioned above in that it isn’t a standalone RDBMS, but rather an embedded RDBMS. That is, instead communicating with another process (program) either on the same machine or over the network, SQLite will be the same process, as it will be embedded into the application. SQLite is used in millions of applications - from iPhones, Mac OS X, Mozilla Firefox, and many others - making it possibly the most used SQL database in the world [52].

The fundamental concept behind a relational database is that tables of data can be linked together (related to) with a “key”. A data field in one table can act as the key to one or more rows of data in another table. An example of this can be seen in Figure 3.9.

Many different types of relational models can exist. Some common models are “one-to-one”, “one-to-many”, and “many-to-many”. In a one-to-one relationship, there will be one row in a table corresponding to one row in a foreign table. An example could be a person and a social security number. One person should have exactly one social security number, and a social security number should belong to only one person. An example from the IT world could be users and profiles, each user having exactly one profile. A diagram of a one-to-one relationship can be seen in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.9: An example of a key in one table referencing data in another table [61].

Figure 3.10: An example of a “one-to-one” relationship between Products and Product Details. Modified from [43].
In a “one-to-many” relationship, there will be one row in a table corresponding to one or more rows in a foreign table. An example could be person and phone numbers. Most people these days have multiple phone numbers - work, home, mobile, and Google Voice. Another example could be a person and email addresses, as many people have multiple email address. They may have a primary personal email address, a throwaway email address for mailing lists, and a work email address. Both of these examples illustrate a one-to-many relationship. A diagram of a one-to-many relationship, in this case Teachers and Classes (a Teacher can have one or more classes), is illustrated in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11: An example of a “one-to-many” relationship between Teachers and Classes. Modified from [43].

In a “many-to-many” relationship, there will be one row in a table corresponding to one or more rows in a foreign table. Conversely, the foreign table could include a row that corresponds to one or more rows in the original table. Anyone who has ever used Gmail and “labeled” their emails should immediately understand this. In this situation, there would be a table called “messages” and a table called “labels”. A message could have zero, one or more labels applied, and the same label could appear on one or more messages. An example can be seen in Figure 3.12.
Figure 3.12: An example of a “many-to-many” relationship between Orders and Products [43]. Here a junction table [18] is used to support the relationship.

The database used in this project is SQLite. If desired, the SQL implementation could be changed in minutes with no code change required. This will be covered in Section 4.4.

### 3.4 Putting it together

Our idea revolves around the idea of tying the IPMI systems into a larger system, giving us their included temperature monitoring capabilities on a localized level, but with a global perspective. Local temperature events can be monitored, and responded to, while at the same time the larger system would be smart enough to realize if this is happening on a larger scale, allowing it to act at a global level, before waiting for each individual system to trigger a temperature event.

The IPMI system gives us further control over the system, allowing us to shut
down the system by turning off the power, if need be. The scheduler gives us the
ability to suspend and restart jobs to manage power events.

If we had a global temperature event, such as losing one of the A/C compressors,
and the temperature in the server room began to rise, pushing the ambient temper-
ature above where it should be, the larger system could respond by first telling the
scheduler to suspend (pause) all jobs running on the HPC cluster, and to shut down
all compute nodes not running any jobs. If this caused, say, half of the compute nodes
to turn off, and caused the other compute nodes to drop their temperature output
by some significant percentage, that would very possibly be manageable by the re-
main ing A/C capacity. If the temperature continued to rise, additional steps could
be taken to curb temperature output while still trying to find a balance between both
saving long running compute jobs and hardware. After the HVAC techs repair the
A/C compressor, the system administrator can resume the paused jobs and power
the compute nodes in question back on.

The following chapter covers the implementation of our system. An overview of
the architecture can be seen in Figure 3.13.
Figure 3.13: System Architecture
Chapter 4

Implementation

The implementation of this project occurred in stages. First we had to find the best way to talk to the ILOMs. OpenIPMI [33] has Python language bindings, so early testing leveraged those bindings. We quickly discovered that OpenIPMI didn’t work quite the way we wanted, not to mention that there were other issues with the Python bindings for OpenIPMI, because they were created with SWIG [50], so other options were explored.

We knew that we could get exactly the information we wanted from IPMItool [16], a standalone program. So why not wrap calls to IPMItool in another language? We knew that there would eventually be a web based frontend to this program, and Rails [47, 69] was a desirable choice on a number of levels, so the decision was made to use Ruby [48, 64] all the way through the development process.

From a high level, the project consists of two components:

- The first component is a backend daemon that runs in the background, polling the temperature sensors across all of the servers every minute, and writing the values to two types of databases. An SQL database keeps all of the Node (server
and ILOM) data, as well as Location data (which server rack, and where in that rack). RRD, or round robin databases are exceptionally well suited for time series data, which in this case, are the temperature values. This allows us to do a number of things, such as graphing a window of recent temperature values, or going back to recreate graphs from weeks ago, or create a large graph comprising of the last month. The backend daemon is also responsible for taking specified actions when read temperature values exceed defined thresholds.

- The second component is a Rails based frontend. The frontend has no knowledge of the backend program, nor does the backend have knowledge of the frontend. The frontend program is merely a window into the databases. Additionally, the frontend program provides the ability to manipulate some of the data in the databases.

### 4.1 Ilom class

The initial Ruby backend for communicating with the ILOMs simply wrapped calls to IPMItool, and worked fine. However, it was quickly realized that calls to the ILOMs would be faster if we could query a specific sensor, and not all of the sensors, or all of a class of sensors, such as temperature, and then parse through the output, as we had been doing in this initial version. IPMItool didn’t offer this capability, allowing us to query a sensor by its ID number, but it was discovered that another suite of tools for talking to IPMI did: FreeIPMI [8].

FreeIPMI was designed with HPC environments and clusters in mind, and while there is significant overlap with IPMItool, its feature set and capabilities are distinctly different.
Unfortunately, FreeIPMI doesn’t have Ruby bindings, so we again had to wrap calls to another command line program. The FreeIPMI program provides the command line tool “ipmi-sensors” [20] for talking to sensors which is what we wrapped.

Only the portion of the Ilom Ruby class that talks to sensors was replaced with code that wraps “ipmi-sensors”. IPMItool is still used in other parts of the ILOM class, as it is actually a more mature product.

The Ilom Ruby class object grabs a bunch of information upon being initialized, as illustrated by Figure 4.1.

```ruby
def initialize(hostname = "localhost")
    @hostname = hostname
    @ipmi_authcap = check_authcap_needed
    @ipmi_endianseq = check_endianseq_needed
    @mbt_amb,@mbt_amb_id = find_temperature_device
    @cur_temp = read_cur_temp
    @temp_status = read_cur_temp_status
    @thresh_unc,@thresh_ucr,@thresh_unr = read_temp_thresholds
    @watermark_high = @watermark_low = get_temp
end
```

Figure 4.1: An Ilom class object

A quick walkthrough of the class instance variables are as follows:

@hostname is the hostname of the IPMI device.

@ipmi_authcap, and @ipmi_endianseq are workaround flags for FreeIPMI to communicate with certain types of IPMI devices. Setting them in the object class eliminates the need to recheck for them every time. If the instance variable is set, we just send that workaround along with the FreeIPMI command.

The interesting part here is that we have to use IPMItool to talk to the device initially to determine what type of device it is, and whether a workaround flag is needed for FreeIPMI.
@mbt_amb, and @mbt_amb_id are the name of, and numeric id of, the ambient
temperature sensor. We store these values so that in the future, we can ask things
like “what is the temperature of @mbt_amb_id”.

@cur_temp is the current temperature, as last read from the ambient tempera-
ture sensor.

@temp_status is the temperature status returned by the IPMI device. When the
temperature is in a safe range, it will be an “OK” string.

@thresh_unc, @thresh_ucc, and @thresh_unr are the “Upper Non Critical”,
“Upper Critical”, and “Upper Non Recoverable” thresholds, respectively.

An interesting point here is that some platforms don’t define all three of these
values. Some omit the “Upper Non Recoverable” value. Other IPMI devices don’t
define any of them.

@watermark_high, and @watermark_low are historic - over the life of the class
object - high and low temperature values. During class initialization, they won’t be
any different than what the initial temperature reading is.

The ILOM class also includes other functionality such as querying the chassis
power state and being able to turn the server on an off. For this other functionality
we didn’t feel there was a need to have a class instance variables defined.

4.2 IlomRRD class

This class sits on top of the official RRDtool Ruby bindings [45]. This class serves
two main purposes.

First, the class creates and updates RRD (Round Robin Databases) every minute
when new temperature values are polled. These values are written to an RRD for
that particular server. Each server has its own RRD. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the
class actions for creating and updating an RRD. It is clear that the syntax for the
Ruby class is no different than that of RRDtool on the command line.

Secondly, the class knows how to create graphs from the RRDs. The graphs are
updated every five minutes. The graphs include hostname, current ambient temper-

\begin{verbatim}
def create
  RRD.create(
    @name,
    "--start",
    "#{start_time - 1}",
    "--step",
    "#{step}",
    "#{ds}",
    "#{rra1}",
    "#{rra2}"
  )
end
\end{verbatim}

Figure 4.2: Creating an RRD with RRDtool's Ruby Bindings

\begin{verbatim}
def update v
  RRD.update(
    @name,
    "N:#{v}"n
  )
end
\end{verbatim}

Figure 4.3: Updating an RRD with RRDtool's Ruby Bindings

Values required for RRDtool create and update the RRDs, as well as graph
the temperature values are read from a YAML [53] configuration file. Values such
as database size has to be declared upon creation. RRD graph creation has many
options such as line type and color, and temperature viewing window (e.g., 1 hour of
temperature data). If we wanted to change any of these parameters, it would be as simple as changing the YAML configuration file.

The IlomRRD class assigns several values upon initialization, as shown in Figure 4.4.

```ruby
def initialize(h)
    @name = h[:db_path] + "/" + h[:name] + ".rrd"
    @r_db_path = (h[:db_path] + "/").reverse
    @graphname = h[:img_path] + "/" + h[:name] + ".png"
    @graphname_sm = h[:img_path_sm] + "/" + h[:name] + ".png"
    @start_time = Time.now.to_i
    @step = h[:step]
    @ds_label = h[:ds_label]
    @ds_type = h[:ds_type]
    @ds_heartbeat = h[:ds_heartbeat]
    @ds_min = h[:min]
    @ds_max = h[:max]
    @ds = "DS:#{@ds_label}:#{@ds_type}: #{@ds_heartbeat}: #{@ds_min}: #{@ds_max}"
    @rra1 = "RRA:#{h[:rra1][:cf]}:#{h[:rra1][:xff]}:#{h[:rra1][:step]}:#{h[:rra1][:rows]}"
    @rra2 = "RRA:#{h[:rra2][:cf]}:#{h[:rra2][:xff]}:#{h[:rra2][:step]}:#{h[:rra2][:rows]}"
    @rra_cf = "#{h[:rra1][:cf]}"
end
```

Figure 4.4: An IlomRRD class object

### 4.3 IlomSGE class

This class sits on top of the DRMAA Ruby bindings [65]. We wanted to leverage DRMAA (Distributed Resource Management Application API) [30] as much as possible for this class, as DRMAA provides a standardized way to communicate with any scheduler that supports DRMAA, such as SGE.

The DRMAA Ruby bindings had been created and hosted by Sun, but after the Oracle acquisition of Sun they disappeared as Oracle folded much of Sun’s site into
their own. After a little research, we found that the DRMAA 4 Ruby code had made its way onto github, updated to work with Ruby 1.9.

An issue that preventing us using DRMAA exclusively is that there appears to be no way to query all of the running jobs using DRMAA. After searching through a number of DRMAA documentation and mailing lists, this seemed to be confirmed [70].

To get around this, we had to wrap the output of the command line SGE program `qstat`, to get a list of running jobs. We ask `qstat` to return the job list in XML format. We leverage the `nokogiri` Ruby gem to parse the XML output to build an array containing all of the jobs.

Our remaining class methods leverage the DRMAA interface, allowing us to suspend, resume, and terminate jobs. With DRMAAv2, however, wrapping `qstat` as a workaround should no longer be required [71], allowing a class using only the DRMAA interface.

### 4.4 Database backend

The backend consists of an RRD for storing time series data (temperature values). As well as SQL databases for recording server characteristics, server location data, server status, and current temperature values.

The Ruby ActiveRecord [2] gem is used to leverage the SQL database. ActiveRecord allows you to interface with the SQL database without writing any SQL code (although you can). Should we want to change the database at any time, ActiveRecord makes this incredibly easy, as it is database agnostic. No code change is required, only a configuration file change is needed.
There are two main Ruby models with which we are interacting. A Node model as seen in Figure 4.5, and a Location model, as seen in Figure 4.6.

```ruby
Node(
  id: integer
  hostname: string
  cur_temp: float
  temp_status: string
  thresh_unc: float
  thresh_ucr: float
  thresh_unr: string
  watermark_high: float
  watermark_low: float
  created_at: datetime
  updated_at: datetime
  ipmi_authcap: string
  mbt_amb: string
  mbt_amb_id: string
  def_thresh_unc: float
  def_thresh_ucr: float
  def_thresh_unr: string
  unc_exceeded: boolean
  ucr_exceeded: boolean
  unc_exceeded_counter: integer
  ucr_exceeded_counter: integer
  ilom_name: string,
  master: boolean
)
```

Figure 4.5: The structure of the Node model

You’ll notice that many of the values in the Node model may look familiar from the ILOM class, and they should be, many of them are the same, However for completeness, we’ll cover them again here. An overview of the values is as follows:

- *id* is the database id.

- *hostname* is the server hostname. Note that in the ILOM class, it is the ILOM hostname that is stored, but the value stored here is the server hostname.
Location(
  id: integer
  rack: integer
  rank: integer
  hostname: string
  created_at: datetime
  updated_at: datetime
  node_id: integer
)

Figure 4.6: The structure of the Location model

- `cur_temp` is the the current temperature, as last read by the ambient temperature sensor
- `temp_status` is the temperature status returned by the IPMI device
- `thresh_unc`, `thresh_ucc`, and `thresh_unr` are the “Upper Non Critical”, “Upper Critical”, and “Upper Non Recoverable” thresholds respectively. Note that `thresh_unr` is a string, whereas the other two are floats. This is because some IPMI implementations don’t define an “Upper Non Recoverable” value. Making it a string, we can insert “N/A” into that database field in that case.
- `watermark_high`, and `watermark_low` are historical high and low temperature values
- `created_at`, and `updated_at` are values generated automatically by ActiveRecord.
- `ipmi_authcap` is a workaround flag for the ILOM class, specifically for FreeIPMI
- `mbt_amb`, and `mbt_amb_id` are the name of and numeric id of the ambient temperature sensor
• `def_thresh_unc`, `def_thresh_uvr`, and `def_thresh_unr` are the “default” “Upper Non Critical”, “Upper Critical”, and “Upper Non Recoverable” values as read from the ILOM originally. This allows us to go back the original values should we override the values from the web frontend, and later realize we want to go back to the defaults.

• `unc_exceeded`, and `ucr_exceeded` are flags that are set if the “Upper Non Critical” or “Upper Critical” thresholds are exceeded.

• `unc_exceeded_counter`, and `ucr_exceeded_counter` are used to record how much time has been spent above the “Upper Non Critical” and “Upper Critical” thresholds, respectively.

• `ilom_name` is the hostname of the IPMI device associated with the server.

• `master` is a Boolean variable specifying if the node is the “master” node. This will commonly be the head `node` or backend `node(s)` of the system, and the `node` this software is running on, should it be a different `node`.

The Location model is used exclusively by the web frontend. It contains a rack and rank value, which are server room coordinates for which rack, and what slot in the server rack. This Location model is used as a mapping for the Node model. A quick overview of the values is as follows:

• `id` is the database id

• `rack` is which rack the server resides in

• `rank` is the position, from the top of the rack, of the server
• *hostname* is the server hostname

• *created_at*, and *updated_at* are values generated automatically by ActiveRecord

• *node_id* is the foreign key id for Node. It is the mapping that allows a Location to find its corresponding Node.

### 4.5 Rails frontend

The system frontend is illustrated by Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: The default frontend view, RRDtool generated temperature graphs of all of the nodes. The layout of the graphs on the webpage match the physical layout of servers in the server room. Clicking on any of the graphs will bring up a larger graph, along with other characteristics of the server, pulled from the SQL database. Some of these values, such as the temperature thresholds, can be overridden and written back to the SQL database from here.

The frontend is primarily designed to give the system administrator a visual representation of what is going on, as well as giving the system administrator the ability to override some of the database values. For instance, the ILOM may report
the an upper temperature threshold of 70 degrees. The system administrator could, from this web interface, override that value dropping it to 50 degrees. If a threshold value isn’t defined by an IPMI based device, that value can be specified here.

4.6 Logic/Algorithm

Upon startup, several configuration files are read.

The first configuration file, thresholds.yml is read. This is where actionable values are read from should there be a thermal event. The second configuration file, layout.yml, is where the Location model gets it mapping from. Should a server be moved, just edit this file, reload the backend, and the server will appear in the correct location in the web interface. Next, the RRD configuration file, rrd_config.yml, is read, providing parameters for the configuration of the RRD database, and parameters for RRD graphs. The file, hosts.txt is read next, which is just a pairing between hostnames and ILOM hostnames. The backend program uses this to determine which ILOMs belong to which servers. The pairings from this file are loaded into a hash named hostlist. One last file, master.txt is read, which the backend will use to assign the status of “master” to one server.

At this point, the backend program loops through every listing in the hostlist, checking to see if it is already known - that is, if it already exists in the SQL database. If it is known, it moves on to the next value. If it isn’t known, it creates a Node object and creates an Ilom object. The Ilom object initialization process polls its associated ILOM acquiring temperature values, thresholds, and sensor IDs. Corresponding values are then assigned to the Node object which are then written to the SQL database. The code for this process is shown in Figure 4.8.
hostlist.each_key do |x|
  rrd[:name] = x
  nodelist[x] = { :bmc => Ilom.new(hostlist[x]), :rrd => IlomRRD.new(rrd) }
  # a quick mapping because the Node model doesn't
  # consider the Ilom to be a separate entity and the Ruby classes do.
  if !(n = Node.find_by_hostname(x))
    t = Node.create( { :hostname => x } )
    nodelist[x][:node_id] = t.id
    t.master = (x == master_node ? true : false)
    t.hostname = x
    t.ilom_name = hostlist[x]
    t.watermark_low = t.watermark_high = t.cur_temp = t.temp_status = nodelist[x][:bmc].get_temp_status
    t.thresh_unc, t.thresh_ucr, t.thresh_unr = t.thresh_unc, t.thresh_ucr, t.thresh_unr
    t.unc_exceeded = false
    t.ucr_exceeded = false
    t.unc_exceeded_counter = 0
    t.ucr_exceeded_counter = 0
    t.location = Location.find_by_hostname(x)
    t.save
  else
    nodelist[x][:node_id] = n.id
  end
end

Figure 4.8: Node creation
During this loop a “nodelist” is constructed, and also given a reference to its corresponding Node. This nodelist, which is a nested hash, will be used by the backend program will use for the remainder of its life. The structure of the nodelist can be seen in Figure 4.9:

```ruby
{hostname => { :bmc => Ilom object ,
    :rrd => IlomRRD object,
    :node_id => Node ID
    }
}
```

Figure 4.9: The structure of a nodelist entry

So each entry in the nodelist can reference its Ilom object information, its Ilom-RRD object information, and its Node ID for database access.

After it is verified that every host has an entry in the SQL database, or one created if it didn’t previously exist, the backend program moves on to initializing RRD databases. At this point RRD databases are considered expendable, an no effort is made to preserve the previous contents if an RRD database for a given server already exists. They are simply reinitialized per the values read from rrd_config.yml and the backend program continues.

### 4.6.1 Main loop

At this point the main loop is entered, which is where the program will live until terminated or restarted. The main loop only runs once a minute, so once the loop completes, it sleeps until the minute is up, at which point it wakes up and runs again. This is accomplished by reading the time at the beginning of the loop, and then looking at the time that has elapsed when execution reaches the end of the loop. Sleep is then called for 60 seconds, less whatever the delta of elapsed time is.
The general logic of the main loop is as follows:

Loop through each entry in the *nodelist*, reading the temperature sensor value from that server, and then updating the RRD database for that server, as well as the *cur_temp* value in the SQL database.

If the *cur_temp* value is greater than *watermark_high* or lower than *watermark_low* then update those values in SQL as well.

Here we check to see if there is a thermal event occurring. To make the main loop easier to read, we’ll cover this event logic separately.

If this is a fifth loop, update the RRD graphs.

A flowchart of the main loop, including the thermal event logic, can be seen in Figure 4.10.

### 4.6.2 Thermal Event Logic

The thermal event logic happens in multiple stages.

First we check to see if the critical threshold has been exceeded. If so, we set the global *temp_event* Boolean flag to true, and increment the *ucr_exceeded_counter* and set the *ucr_exceeded* flag to true for this particular server.

Then we compare the *ucr_exceeded_counter* with the *ucr_counter_thresh* read from the *thresholds.yml* file in the beginning. If the *ucr_exceeded_counter* is greater than or equal to the *ucr_counter_thresh* then we terminate all jobs on the server, and then shut down the node. To make this easier to read, shutdowns are covered separately.

After this we do the exact same thing for non-critical thresholds.

We check to see if the non-critical threshold has been exceeded. If so, we set the
Figure 4.10: Flowchart of the main monitoring and control loop
global `temp_event` Boolean flag to true, and increment the `unc_exceeded_counter` and set the `unc_exceeded` flag to true for this particular server.

We then compare the `unc_exceeded_counter` with the `unc_counter_thresh`. If the `unc_exceeded_counter` is greater than or equal to the `unc_counter_thresh` then we terminate all jobs on the server, and then shut down the node.

Typically the non-critical thresholds can be thought of as a warning zone, but servers should not spend too much time there. As such, if we exceed the counter thresholds, the server will still be shut down. The default counter thresholds are three for non critical and one for critical. What this means is that the server can spend three event loops in the non-critical zone before it is shut down, but as soon as it enters the critical zone, it is shut down. This is just the logic for local events. After we check for local events, we look for global events.

After all of the servers in `nodelist` have been looped through, we check for global events. The default threshold for a global event is 5% of the total number of servers. This 5% value can be changed in the `thresholds.yml` file if the system administrator thinks it is too high or too low. The global logic is much simpler than the local logic, and works as follows:

If the global `temp_event` flag was set then we are going to search through the SQL database to find all nodes that have the `unc_exceeded` flag set.

If the number of nodes returned is less than 5% of the total number of nodes, it isn’t consider a global event. The global `temp_event` flag will be set to false, and we won’t check for another global event until another local event sets that flag again.

If the number the number of nodes returned is greater or equal to 5% of the total number of nodes, then the backend will believe it is dealing with a global event, and
try to manage it.

Managing a global event involves three actions. First, all job queues are closed, so no further jobs can be submitted. Secondly, all running jobs across all nodes are suspended (not terminated as in the local event case). This will cause any computations to pause, bringing the temperature output down to that of an idling server. Third, all nodes that aren’t running jobs will be shut down. These three actions are an attempt to drop the temperature output to something manageable, in the event that there was only a partial cooling failure. If this does stabilize the temperature output in the server room, months of computation time can be saved.

4.6.3 Shutdown methods

Shutdowns are attempted two different ways. First a clean shutdown will be attempted. The backend program has SSH keys to all the servers, and can issue a shutdown command via SSH. If it turns out the OS isn’t shutting down in a timely manner, or SSH is unresponsive, then a hard shutdown command can be issued to the ILOM over IPMI. This hard shutdown method via IPMI has the same effect as walking up to the server and holding the power button for five seconds.

4.7 Execution

Currently the backend process is managed by the daemons [5] Ruby gem. The frontend, throughout the development process, has used the built in Ruby webserver, WEBrick [58]. For production, the frontend should move into being run by another webserver such as Apache [59]. Running a Rails based project on Apache can be accomplished with Phusion Passenger [38]. For the backend, daemons is suitable for
production.
Chapter 5

Conclusion

Stepping back and looking at this project, we can see that we’ve filled a void not currently addressed by other monitoring solutions. Certainly we could have created a custom Nagios plugin to poll the IPMI system, and then write another Nagios event handler to take a predefined action such as shut down the node if it exceeds a temperature threshold, but beyond that, how far could that platform be leveraged? We’ve built a more robust platform here by not being limited to the constraints provided by trying to use an existing solution.

Currently we can detect and respond to local temperature events. Because we have a global perspective, each temperature event is handled not only as an individual event, but is also looked at in the context of the entire monitored environment to determine if a global temperature event may be occurring. If so, additional steps are taken to proactively curb the anticipated global rise in server room temperature. It is these proactive actions that give long running HPC jobs the greatest chance of surviving in the event of a partial cooling failure.

The web frontend is also an invaluable tool for the systems administrator, dou-
bling as a visualization tool, making it easy to view temperature trends as the layout of the web interface mirrors the physical layout of the HPC environment. Additionally, we can override the temperature thresholds provided by the IPMI devices via the web frontend, view high and low temperature readings, as well as view historical temperature data.

This project has been tested throughout the development process. Each component has been tested adequately in a standalone capacity before being integrated with the rest of the code.

As everything was built from the ground up, we were able to let each iteration sit and run, to observe behaviors, see if it crashed, see if it did anything unexpected, before adding the next component.

The Ilom class is the oldest piece of code from this project, and has been running on HPC and non HPC servers for over six months. A lot has been learned about ILOMs and other IPMI based devices throughout this process, such as the fact that certain IPMI devices can and will arbitrarily return garbage values from time to time. We learn to handle these types of situations gracefully, so that we don’t crash the system.

Since turning off the A/C in the server room wasn’t a realistic way to test this project, nor was waiting for the next environmental failure, should it come, testing was achieved by manipulating the temperature thresholds. We tested this project by lowering the temperature thresholds at or below the ambient temperature on individual servers, attempting to create a local event on those servers. Both non critical and critical events were triggered in this manner. Global events were triggered in a similar manner, by lowering the temperature thresholds on 5% of the nodes, we
were able to achieve a global event.

Based off of these actions, we are confident that should a real environmental failure occur, that not only will hardware be saved, but also long running HPC jobs.
Chapter 6

Future Work

We have identified numerous future directions for this project.

Parallelize The Main Loop

The first enhancement to this project would be to parallelize the main monitoring and control loop. In the current form of our project, scaling to installations larger than 150 nodes would be problematic. This is because the main loop operates sequentially. Right now, there are 136 nodes in our HPC installation, and roughly 150 compute nodes could be iterated over in our 60 second monitoring and control loop. The largest delay is querying the ILOM and waiting for a response. If we parallelize this main loop, this project could scale to HPC installations with thousands of nodes. The most straightforward way to do this may be to parallelize the querying by server rack. The code base already knows about the physical layout of the server room, so no additional data would have to be supplied to the program. Each server in the rack would still be queried sequentially, but this would be happening in parallel across every rack in the installation.
For example, an installation with six server racks would spawn six threads where it steps through each server in a rack in parallel. This would largely guarantee that the loop completes in 60 seconds. A common server rack found in server rooms today is 42U (it could hold 42 1U servers, or 21 2U servers, etc.), so each rack in this example would have no more than 42 servers. In this thesis, we are currently handling over 100 servers in our main monitoring and control loop, thus 42 should be quite comfortable.

Parallelize The Initialization Process

Another enhancement may be to parallelize the initialization process. Currently this takes several minutes with just 136 servers. For larger installations, the initialization process would be painfully slow. In our main control loop we are only querying a single sensor, but during the initialization process we are performing many more queries trying to determine the characteristics of the device, asking for a temperature sensor list, etc., all of which take much longer than querying a single sensor. A similar parallelization approach, as described above in parallelizing the main loop, could be taken here. That is, we can parallelize the initialization process across server racks. Each node in the rack would be initialized sequentially, but initialization would happen in parallel across multiple server racks.

Multiple Ambient Temperature Sensors

From server model to server model, ambient temperature sensors are placed in different locations. Some are close to the front bezel, others are more recessed. The downfall with the ones that are recessed, is that when under load, the reading on the ambient temperature sensor can be influenced by the heat output from the server.
Some high end servers have multiple ambient temperature sensors. A future direction may be to give the system administrator, via the web frontend, a method to select which ambient temperature sensor to monitor, or possibly aggregate the output of multiple ambient temperature sensors in an effort to get a more stable, accurate reading.

**Handling Priority Jobs In Partial Shutdowns**

Another future extension may be to determine the priority of jobs in the event that nodes with suspended jobs have to be shut down to further decrease heat output. Terminating the job that had been running one month over the job that had been running six months would be desirable in this situation. Similarly, terminating the job of a CS I student over the job of the research faculty professor would also be preferred. This logic would be used when a global event is detected. Currently, all jobs are suspended, and the nodes without jobs are shut down. A second step could be added - if it is determined that temperatures are still rising - that shuts down the nodes of lower priority jobs in order to give nodes with higher priority jobs a greater chance of surviving.

**Statistical Analysis Of Temperature Trends**

As the Round Robin Databases permit us to look at historical temperature trends over time, the numbers could be analyzed for patterns that are statistically abnormal, possibly indicating a global event that could be detected before any thresholds have been exceeded. As the server room temperature can vary depending on load across the HPC environment, for this to be truly accurate, the job scheduler would likely need
to be incorporated here as well. Should a large number of jobs be submitted to the cluster simultaneously, that would explain a slight rise in temperature, and if this has happened before, we should know by how much to expect the server room temperature to rise. Anything outside of what is considered statistically within allowable range could indicate an issue.

**Determining If Cooling Capacity Has Been Restored**

A more difficult future project may be to automatically and accurately determine when the A/C capacity has returned to 100% after a partial cooling failure, such as in the global temperature event example listed in Section 3.4. Currently it is up to the systems administrator to clear the thermal event counters in the database and bring all the nodes back online.

**Extending Beyond HPC**

We have also, as part of our development and testing, branched this project and are working on a version to work in a virtualization environment. Virtual hosts, like HPC nodes, generate a lot of heat, and would be another obvious implementation. Libvirt could be leveraged to manage virtual guests similar to how SGE is being used to manage jobs in this paper. We have already began to extend the Ilom class to work with other IPMI compliant devices such as the Dell DRAC.
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